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About This Game

This is a novel with multiple plot lines, in which you only get to witness only a couple of days of a character who’s name is You.
It may seem that except for his name, his life is nothing exceptional. That is if it wasn’t for a chain of events that fluctuate
between his daily routine and an existential terror of reiteration. What is the most important part? It’s you and You facing

inevitability.

This is you, and this – is You. Both of you have something in common – exceptionality in a monotonous moment of time, when
meaningless decisions have to be made. Or meaningful, to such an extent, that there is nothing left once they are made. Who

knows what awaits you around the corner – will you go to work in a continuous, 'almost-holiday' fever or wander in a labyrinth
of crooked mirrors? Except for his name, it seems our character’s life is nothing more than unexceptional – there’s no room for
miracles or cobwebs. The room is filled with office papers, some vaguely familiar family members, an ailing story of sensation,
a couple of dropped lines and a sharp drop – a circle, inside and outside of which you and You wander. Open the letter, pick up

the phone, speak up or step aside – and this story will gain new fractures and reflections.

Features:

 Unique atmosphere and visual art that fully convey the gloomy mood of the novel

 More than 10 alternative endings

 Special soundtrack for each finale
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 Offbeat structure of the plot: the full story can be put together, only if a player lives through every possible situation
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my name you know. my name is whatever you decide. my name is mangamma 25th december 2012 you dailymotion. haven't
you heard my name is sakamoto episode 1. hi my name is eminem your girl want an m&m. my name is you killed my father
prepare to die. my name is you video. how do you say my name is in zulu. my name is kodak but you already know that. my
name is and you're watching disney channel vine. my name is kodak you already know that. my name is sue how do you do. my
name is dale but you have to call me. my name is earl don't you judge me. my name is sheela download song. my name is you
wanna mp3 download. my name is you profile background. my name is you. how do you say my name is mackenzie in spanish.
my name is doof and you do what i say. how do you say my name is laura in english. my name is you game. you are my god and
your name is yahweh. my name is noah how you doin vine. my name is luka you tube. my name is but you can call me anytime.
hi my name is whatever you call me. hello my name is you tube. my name is you can call me. my name is khan download movie.
my name is lonely nice to meet you. my name is pit and you. you are my god and your name is yahweh mp3 free download. my
name is and you killed my father. my name is you wanna one. my name is george you are under arrest. my name is khan
download songs. my name is doof and you'll do what i say episode. my name is doof and you'll do what i say remix. my name is
love you. now you know my name is simon. my name is but you can call me in japanese. my name is earl you tube. my name
camille give you three wishes. my name is earl you know the kind of guy. my name is you jackie chan. my name is idaho
montoya you peeled my father. hello my name is you finna die baby. my name is johnny you deal with me now. my name is
prince you tube. my name is you wanna. my name is khan full movie youtube. my name is jonas youtube. hello my name is for
you. my name yennefer you give me social security. my name is doof and you'll do what i say 10 hours. say my name you know
who i am. what do you think my name is quiz. my name is you need to let it go. my name is alex i found you on
masteroverwatch. my name is angela and you are not. my name is thank you. my name is georgia you tube. my name is logic if
you don't know by now. my name is your name. my name is you killed my father prepare to die quote. my name is you wanna
wanna video. my name's gemma you silly. my name is noah how you doing vine

It was a good game. I went through all the endings and they were all interesting. I've been able to put a lot of the story together,
but some parts I still have a couple questions about. I love the music too. I got the DLC for this game. I recommend that you buy
this game and play it yourself.
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Developer blog #2: Constructions:
In the second developer blog we discuss our approach to constructions like e.g. train stations or airports. We invested quite some
development time to finally offer a smart user interface to build and modify any kind of constructions.

Please find the corresponding video on our website:

http://www.transportfever.com/developer-blog-2-constructions/

In addition to train stations, construction examples include bus, tram and truck stations, airports, harbors and industries. The
latter are modified by the game itself, i.e. industries can upgrade and downgrade dependent on the player’s performance.

One of the main development goals was to make the construction format as generic as possible in order to allow modders to
create any kind of constructions. In a next developer blog we will discuss this topic in more detail.

Thanks for your interest in Transport Fever. As always, we look forward to receiving your feedback!. Robustness patch
released:
Today a major robustness patch has arrived. The patch includes both bug fixes and game-play improvements.

Please find the complete release notes here.

On the one hand, the patch solves a list of stability and compatibility issues. Most of the crashes that occurred randomly, at the
end of a month or upon user interaction are solved now. Also, most of the crashes that occurred on startup or during
initialization due to specific system configurations have been addressed. However, note that still it’s of upmost importance to
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update your graphics drivers to the latest version available.

On the other hand, the patch brings a list of game-play improvements to clear some common misunderstandings. Examples
include more accurate visualization of station catchment areas, a maximal waiting time for vehicles set to full load mode, or a
new warning to display that an industry has stopped production because its output stock is full.

Finally, there are additional improvements, like a more stable display resolution change mechanism or an optimized terrain tool.
Also, translations have been improved, and, thanks to great community efforts, both Simplified and Traditional Chinese were
added as new languages.

For sure Transport Fever will receive additional updates, including the already announced major performance patch which is
currently work in progress. At this point we also wanted to emphasize that we are aware that still there are compatibility issues
on certain Mac OS X systems which we address with highest priority. If you still encounter problems, please don’t hesitate to
write us to info@transportfever.com - we are happy to help.

We hope that the newest patch improves your game experience and send the best wishes!. Transport Fever at gamescom:
This week, part of our team is at gamescom. We've joined the nice folks of Gambitious Digital Entertainment to show
Transport Fever to members of the press. Therefore, you can expect new previews, reports and interviews to be published over
the next couple of days and weeks.

[www.transportfever.com]

We want to take the opportunity to give some additional information about the current development situation. While the game is
still in alpha, we are rapidly approaching beta state now and target to start the beta test soon. As you may know, the application
phase of the beta test is already finished and participants have been selected.

Once the beta test has started, we plan to release the game within five to ten weeks. In other words, you can definitely look
forward to Transport Fever being in stores (and on Steam) this fall!

To ease the waiting, additional updates (including new developer blogs) will be published. As a start, we have updated the today.
Finally, let us say thank you for your interest, feedback, comments and participation, which are a great motivation for us.

Please visit the screenshot page to find out more:

http://www.transportfever.com/media/screenshots/

. Vehicle page update #8:
One week before we announce the release date and show Transport Fever game-play for the first time, we unveil another ten
vehicles.
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[www.transportfever.com]

This time, we added two locomotives, two trucks and six buses. Highlights include:

The 4-8-8-4 Big Boy, a real monster of a locomotive which carried the latest in steam technology.

The GE P42 DC, a recent diesel locomotive with a single, monocoque carbody design.

The Twin Coach 44-S, a typical American Twin Coach bus with a unique design.

The Daimler top-seater bus, an early top-seater bus which was in use in Berlin, Germany.

The Postbus ET 13, a commonly used motor-driven bus built in Austria.

Please find all additions on the vehicle page:

http://www.transportfever.com/game-info/vehicles/

We hope that you like the newest additions and look forward to next Wednesday, October 12, when we announce the release
date and present a game-play video.. Vehicle page update #2:
Today we have added another ten vehicles to the vehicle page. With this update we have uncovered about 50 of the 120 total
vehicles so far.

Highlights include a German flagship locomotive, the Class 103. It was a very powerful locomotive reaching a top speed of 200
km/h, mainly but not exclusively used on fast passenger lines.
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Also, we uncover a popular modern-day tram, the Be 5/6 “Cobra”. It is in service in many cities today, including Zurich. Being
one of the first low floor trams ever built, the “Cobra” received its name because it runs through cities like a snake.

Please visit the vehicle page to find all ten additions:
http://www.transportfever.com/game-info/vehicles/. Developer blog #1: Vehicle features:
Vehicles are key to operate a successful company in Transport Fever. During the development, great value was set upon the
vehicles features in order to both ensure high visual quality and enrich the gameplay experience.

Please find the corresponding video on our website:

http://www.transportfever.com/developer-blog-1-vehicle-features/

The video shows how lights, aging, paintings, logos, interiors and animations work.

The tool shown in the video allows for quick vehicle previews. It is not part of the game but may be released within the context
of modding tools later on.

We are looking forward to your feedback. As always, suggestions and questions are very welcome!
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